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Oceana Student Declared Eco Hero
Naftali Moed awarded $5,000 for school garden project.

By Camden Swita (Open Post) (/users/camden-swita)
Updated October 18, 2011 at 11:43 am   

(http://contribute.patch.com/moderation/2533185)

Naftali Moed, an student, won a regional award
for his role in creating a behind the school.

Cox Enterprises
(http://www.coxenterprises.com/), a media
company, along with the Trust for Public Land
(http://www.tpl.org/), declared Moed a Cox
Conserves Hero and awarded him $5,000 to
donate to the organization of his choice after he
took the idea of a garden to be shared by all
Oceana students and turned it into a reality
complete with chickens, vegetables and a
gazebo. Soon, there may even be goats.

"Naftali had a vision for an organic vegetable
garden to teach fellow high school students
about the value of organic gardening and
sustainable agriculture," reads the Cox
Enterprises website in the company's appraisal
of Moed. "Under his leadership, the vision has
become a reality with 10 garden beds, a chicken
house and an outdoor classroom space. The
garden is a living lab for science classes and a
source of food for the nutrition classes."

For more of the story, watch the video in the
gallery to the right.

Moed was selected out of many potentials in
the Bay Area, and chose a place close to many
Pacfica students to donate the award money:
Pie Ranch (http://www.pieranch.org/) in
Pescadero, where many have gone on school
field trips.
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Two Killed in Horrific Wrong-Way
Crash on 101
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Three vehicles were
involved. One woman
was sent to the hospital
with injuries.
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AAA predicts highest
level of travel since
before the recession.
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Black Friday 2014: Kohl's Ad
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Christmas pajamas,
deals on televisions,
computers, toys and
more—it’s all on sale
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Contest winners were chosen based partially on
Cox's criteria and partially through a vote of the
public.

"Thank you to the many of you who voted and
passed along the info for more people to vote
for Naftali Moed from Oceana," said Lynn
Adams, Pacifica environmental leader and
president of the Pacifica Beach Coalition
(http://www.pacificabeachcoalition.org/).
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Rankings are also broken
down by categories, such
as toys and computers.
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Over The River And Through The
Woods ... To Yosemite For
Thanksgiving Or Christmas?
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Yosemite/Mariposa
County has a slate of
memorable and joyous
holiday activities
happening for all to
enjoy!
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Adam Lanza: Report Probes
Dark Interior Life of The Sandy
Hook Shooter
(/connecticut/newtown/al-
report-probes-dark-interior-life-
sandy-hook-shooter-0)

The report sheds light on
the shooter’s infatuation
with mass murder and
how attempts to get him
help were thwarted.
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WATCH: Disney's 'Frozen' On Ice
Show Reunites Afghanistan Vet,
Middletown, N.J. Family (/new-
jersey/middletown-nj/watch-
disneys-frozen-ice-show-
reunites-afghanistan-vet-
middletown-family)

Jamie Curcio, who just
returned from
Afghanistan, surprised
his two children Friday
when he jumped out of
the sled at the Newark
show.
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Losses at Valley View
Acres estimated at more
than $1 million.
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2014's 10 Worst Toys List is Out
(/new-jersey/oceancity/2014s-10-
worst-toys-list-out)

World Against Toys
Causing Harm reveals its
nominees for toys that
should not be in the
hands of children this
holiday season.
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Join the discussion…

• Reply •

Clark Natwick •  3 years ago

It would be interesting to learn how the urge to garden was planted into
Naftali's personality. Oceana High School was a motivator/enabler. What
were the other
inspirations?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Cindy Abbott •  3 years ago

Good work Naftali.
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jamie White •  3 years ago

Well-deserved honor. Congratulations Naftali!
 △ ▽  
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